Will Japan’s declining birthrate be a national crisis?

Decreasing the number of children will definitely leads the country to critical circumstances.
Although we have been facing the problems caused by an increasing number of populations, steady
rate of birth stabilize Japan’s future. I have three reasons to support this opinion.
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Firstly, it will be difficult to improve state-of-the art technology because new manpower is required
against its aging society. Young labor power has potential productivity in any fields such as
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agriculture, manufacture, industry, etc.. Young workers are more flexible and innovative. The
projection mapping is one good example. This technique has been used(=immersed) for about 20
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years and impact the great effect commercially.
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Secondly, the current pension system will collapse.
country’s social security system is based on tax. If we do not have enough working generation, this
system will be frozen due to decreasing of tax revenue. It is a severe problem for a number of elderly
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people who rely on the pension (fund). Needless to say, it reflects everybody.
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Finally, the medical industry will face difficulties finding younger workers in an aging society. when
we get aged and disabled, the person who looks after is younger people. Lifting or moving a disabled
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body requires healthier and stronger muscle.
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In recent Japan, the case in which old people provide care for older people is increasing.
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Without appropriate measures, elderly people would have no choice but to take care of those in

the same age range.

あくまでも未来のことを言った方が良いです

As a result of three reasons above, low birthrate is an important (<controversial) issue to discuss
with. Furthermore, the government are required to provide an attractive policy to young couples to
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have more children. Everybody knows children are a treasure for parents and for us all.
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Topic sentence が各パラグラフ冒頭にあった方がわかりやすいですね。

a treasure 👈 I have double-checked with two native speakers. They insist “a” is needed.

1. Should the government do enough to solve the lower birthrate issue in Japan?
Japan Should provide couples with more financial support.

2. Should Japan hire more foreign workers?
Yes. We are facing an aging society. So we need more laborforces.

3. Will the lower birthrate increase in a decade?

Yes. The government has been dealing with the issue but still a lot of young couples
Because tuition fee
COVID-19

Double-checked by Dannie (British)

